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TKI THIS ISSUE.. . 
"There will be enclaves in the North Cascades 
National ParK" says Park Service Director 
Georqe Hart3oq as he voiced his disagreement 
with Senator Church's statement that Conqress 
never intended to have Wi lderness Areas 
pockmarked with non-wilderness "enclaves'or 
r i n a e d with "buffer jones" Conserva t ionis t s 
disagree with Director Hartjoq and they 
recommend a Park Service, study of how to 
keep its Wilderness intact instead of making 
it look like Swiss cheese. PAGES 3 - 5 

Four conservation organi3atjons file a lawsuit 
against the U.S. Forest Service for the very 
precipitous manner in which its defacto 
Wilderness Review was conducted.The Forest 
Service is challenged for the very extreme. 
haste with which it moved to t a b u l a t e 
and announce all Undeveloped A r e a s , 
to limit public c o m m e n t s to a few short 
months , and then to commit m a n y of 
these a r e a s to a non-wilderness form 
of m a n a g e m e n t fo reve r .PAGES .7-11 

Trail and wilderness management of the U.S. 
Forest Service a r e c r i t i ca l ly a s s e s s e d 
in a repor t by Benjamine A. Shaine.oneot 
the Directors of the North C a s c a d e s 
C o n s e r v a t i o n Council . N u m e r o u s cases 
of over designed trails were found t h a t 
d e g r a d e d the wilderness.PAGES I E - 2 4 

The construction of a hotel on top of Ross Dam 
is proposed as a noval and award winning 
design for both accomodat ing tourists as 
well as protecting the n a t u r a l environment 
within the Ross Lake National Recreat ion 
Area . PAGES 2 8 " 3 1 

COVER PHOTO: Extremely bad trail location on very steep meadows of Liberty Cap above Buck 
Creek Pass - Photographer Benjamine Shaine 
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PARKS DIRECTOR HARTZOG 
AND SENATOR CHURCH 
CLASH OVER ENCLAVES 

by Polly Dyer 

Proposed non-wilderness "enclaves" inside National Park Wildernesses apparently will 
continue to remain National Park Service Director George Hartzog's primary management tool 
for controlling wilderness visitors. After an interview with the Wenatchee Daily World, at the 
National ParkDay meeting, whenMr. Hartzog said, "There will be enclaves in the North Cascades 
National Park" Polly Dyer, a conservationist spokesman, told him that "We disagree with such 
proposed enclave exclusions fromthe midstof national park wilderness. " She referred to Senator 
Frank Church's strong position in opposition to "enclaves" expressed during the May 5th hearings 
of his Public Lands Subcommittee. Mr. Hartzog replied to the effect that "The Senator didn't 
solve his problem because Congress still hasn't told me how the National Park Service is supposed 
to manage heavily used spots inside the Wilderness. " 

If Mr. Hartzog had attended Senator Church's hearing the Director would have heard the 
Senator's suggestions for solving most of Mr. Hartzog's so-called heavy-use wilderness 
problems. In any event, should Congress be the body which makes detailed instructions on how 
the National Park Service is to fulfill Congress' directive to protect its wilderness lands? If 
"enclaves" are the best and only solution Mr. Hartzog can think of then it would appear research 
is needed now so he can comply with the Wilderness Act instead of circumventing it. In part, the 
Park Service has taken a step in this direction. 

The National Park Service has asked the Conservation Foundation to study the Future of 
National Parks. Through Task Force meetings last Fall, and again during a conference it called 
in April of 1972, the participants urged the National Park Service to withdraw its advocacy of 
both "enclaves" and the so-called "buffer zones" inside the perimeter of the boundaries of units 
of the National Park System which would eliminate another vestige of de facto wilderness. Among 
the recommendations (see below) submitted by the wilderness study group at the April Yosemite 
conferencewereseveralespeciallypertinentto"enclaves"and "buffer zones. " The North Cascades 
Conservation Council (represented by Polly Dyer at this conference) urges the Director to implement 
these and provide the future with a more firmly protected wilderness than its presentplans would 
assure . 

A. With the impending completion of wilderness designations, we urge that the National Park 
Service shift its emphases to sharpening its efforts in the field of management of the wilderness 
resource. 

B. We fully support funding of the National Park Service and other research applicable to the 
NPS in developing standards for the physical, ecological, and psychological carrying capacities 
of wilderness as outlined by Task Force No. 1. In addition, we support enhancement of research 
activities with respect to the development of innovative management programs. We further r e c 
ognize those research programs to aid in furthering knowledge of the basic research affecting 
human survival. 
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C. In keeping with the determination to maximize the amount of wilderness in the National Park 
System, including National Parks, National Monuments, National Historical Areas, and National 
Recreation Areas, the "enclave" concept, which excludes "islands" in wilderness for more inten
sive development, should be abandoned. If overuse becomes a problem, quotas rather than 
enclaves should be turned to as solutions. Those who enter wilderness must be prepared to do 
so on the terms of wilderness. We are opposed to any enclaves whether for present non-conforming 
pre-existing uses or for any future potential non-conforming uses. 

D. The concept of a 1/8-mile "buffer" zone around wilderness should be rejected in favor of a 
boundary that begins at the edge of civilization (at roads, etc.) and at the edge of the boundaries 
of the National Parks , Monuments, National Recreation Areas, and Historical Areas. 

(2^3£^3^32So) 

NATIONAL PARKS DAY 
Wednesday, June 7,1972 
Wenatchee, Washington 

WENATCHEE (Wo.) WORLD Tuesday, June 6, 1972 

National Park Service 
director here tomorrow 

National Park Service 
Director George B Hartzog 
Jr., Washington DC, will be 
the featured speaker Wed
nesday in East Wenatchee at 
a National Parks Day pro
gram sponsored by The Wen
atchee World. 

The public is invited to the 
one-day event at the Eddie 
Mays Inn in observance of 
the 100th anniversary of the 
National Park Service. 

The information desk opens 
at 11 a.m. Exhibits will be 
on display. 

The program begins with 
the noon luncheon, featuring 
Regional Director John A. 
Rutter, Seattle. Public Pro
grams Officer Charles J. 
Gebler, Seattle regional of
fice, will narrate a slide 
presentation of national park 
areas, set to popular folk 
music. 

Beginning at 2:15 p.m., the 
afternoon program will bring 
Superintendent Lowell White, 
North Cascades National 
Park; Superintendent John 
A. Townsley, Mt. Rainier 
National Park; Superintend
ent Wayne Howe, Coulee 
Dam National Recreation 

Area, and Interpretive 
Specialist Harry Wills, North 
Cascades National Park. 

All events are open to the 
public without charge, except 
for luncheon and banquet 
tickets, which will be ;u ail-
able at the Eddie Mays Inn. 

National Parks Director 
Hartzog's talk will highlight 
the banquet, beginning at 7 
p.m., which winds up the 
day's program. His topic: 
"The National Park Service 
1872 to 1972." 

Director Hartzog joined the 
National Park Service as 
attorney arid administrator 
26 years ago — in 1946. 

His principal field assign
ments have been in Colorado. 
North Carolina, Tennessee 
and Missouri. 

He became director in 1964. 
He has received Distin

guished Service Awards from 
the U. S. Department of the 
Interior and the National 
Recreation & Park Assn., 
Washington. D. C.; holds an 
honorary degree (LL.D.) 
from Washington University, 
St. Louis, and also received 
the Award of Downtown St. 
Louis, Inc., "for outstanding 

contributions to Downtown St. 
Louis," where he served as 
executive director in 1962-63. 

Hartzog serves on the Dis
trict of Columbia Zoning 
Commission; the board of 
trustees, John F. Kennedy 
Center for the Performing 
Arts; board of directors, 
White House Historical 
Assn.; on the Committee for 
Preservation of the White 
House, where he formerly 
was chairman, among other 
activities. 

The afternoon will feature 
both existing and possible 
future benefits to North Cen
tral Washington from nation
al parks facilities. 

While the North Cascades 
recreation complex is 
relatively new, Superintend
ent Townsley of Mt. Rainier 
National Park will tell the 
economic impact on the 
region of this established 
park. 

Superintendent Townsley 
was born in Yosemite Nation
al Park, California, the son 
of a career employe who be
gan work for the National 
Park Service in 1904. As a 
youth, the son worked season-

GEORGE B. HARTZOG, JR. 

ally in Glacier and Yosemite 
parks and graduated from 
Colorado A & M in 1953. 

Townsley spent five years 
in Washington, DC, as a 
member of the National Park 
Service MISSION 66 staff 
that helped set a blueprint 
for the future and later as 
policy analyst in the office 
of the director. 

For the past five years, he 
has been superintendent at 
Mt. Rainier. 

Interpretive Specialist Wills 
will present a slide program 
on North Cascades recreation
al features. 

A 10-year National Park 
Service veteran. Wills has 
served in Mt. Rainier, 
Yosemite, Point Reyes Na
tional Seashore and the 
Petrified Forest, besides the 
North Cascades. 

Born in Fresno, Calif., Wills 
graduated from University 
of California at Los Angeles 
with bachelor and master of 
arts degrees in biology, 
geology and geography. 
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HARRY W. WILLS JOHN A.TOWNSLEY 

Talking It Over W. LOWELL WHITE 

With WILFRED R. WOODS 

National Parks Director George Hartzog, Jr. 
gave us a broad-range view of the national parks 
system last night. 

He and his staff from the Northwest gave us a 
look at national parks, new and old, at national 
recreation areas, and at future trends of wilder
ness use. 

Visiting with Hartzog, we discussed the use of 
the back country. The National Park Service is 
in the process of proposing 61 areas under the 
Wilderness Act within the park system. 

He said, "One thing we have found in manag
ing the National Park System over these many 
decades is the fact that you simply can't set aside 
wild land and leave it alone." 

He cited the instance of the Everglades pines, 
which almost were lost because of fire protec
tion! These pines need fire to pop their cones 
and release the seeds. 

The National Park Service is recommending 
in its wilderness "enclaves" (small areas exempt 
from Wilderness Act rules) where essential ser
vices for the protection and convenience of visi
tors can be handled. 

"We feel that the way to provide for human 
needs and at the same time maximize the amount 
of wild country is to provide some central point 
where you can take care of the trash, sewage, 
and potable water," Hartzog said. 

"We have, for example, in the Great Smokys 
and along the Shenandoah-Appalachian trail a 
number of high mountain shelters. They provide 
a place for potable water, sewage disposal, and 
Utter collection. We have the same thing in the 
Yosemite back country and the high Sierra 
camps," Hartzog added. 

He noted that pollution problems have arisen 

in places of heavy traffic. And that under the 
Wilderness Act no man-made structures are al
lowed. 

"We have taken the position that this is a very 
serious management problem in the wilderness. 

"The best solution we have come up with is the 
enclave. If somebody has a better way of hand
ling it, we certainly would Uke to know about it." 

In the new North Cascades National Park, 
which is primarily wilderness some 22 enclaves 
have been proposed in the legislation before 
Congress. 

Visitor travel is not the only need for enclaves. 
For instance, the Chelan County Public UtiUty 
District has snow measurement courses in the 
back country. 

And a small enclave has been proposed, for 
instance, so that helicopters can land and take 
snow measurements. 

(The snow courses in the Glacier Peak Wilder
ness Area, under Forest Service management, 
are forbidden to heUcopter use. The crews have 
to go in on snowshoes to take those measure
ments.) 

The position of the Park Service is being 
debated before Congressional committees now 
on this subject of enclaves. 

Ultimately the matter will be decided by 
Congress, of course. 

As experienced "people managers," the Park 
Service has a history of 100 successful years of 

. taking care of millions of visitors. 
Its viewpoint is backed up with a powerful lot 

of experience. 

WENATCHEE |Wo.) WORLD Thursday, June 8, 1972 13 
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REMARKS OF JOHN A. RUTTER, DIRECTOR, PACIFIC NORTHWEST REGION, NATIONAL 
PARK SERVICE, AT THE NATIONAL PARKS DAY, WENATCHEE, WASHINGTON, JUNE 7, 1972. 

This evening our guest, Director George B. Hartzog, J r . , will talk about the National Park System 
in the future. What I would like to do for just a few minutes is tell you a little of what happened in 
bringing a major national park into being—our own North Cascades National Park and its two related 
National Recreation Areas. 

As I recall , the first glimmering of an idea for a North Cascades National Park occurred 
about 1906. Over the following years , many individuals and groups advocated setting aside part 
of the North Cascades as a National Park. In 1957 the North Cascades Conservation Council was 
formed and initiated the last and successful movement for the designation of much of the North 
Cascades as a National Park and National Recreation Area administered by the National Park 
Service. Through their efforts and their proposals a joint study team was ordered by President 
Kennedyin 1963 composed of Edward C. Crafts, then Director of the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation; 
Arthur W. Greely, Deputy Chief of the Forest Service; George B. Hartzog, J r . , the Director of 
the National Park Service; Dr. Owen S. Stratton, consultant to the Secretary of the Interior; and 
Dr. George A. Selke, consultant to the Secretary of Agriculture. 

The Study Report of this team was released in Seattle in January 1966 at, as I remember, 
a public meeting in the Washington Athletic Club. Needless to say, this started a lot of wheels 
turning. 

We are going to expand and improve the facilities at Colonial Creek Campground and do 
some work on the roads in Stehekin Valley. In 1973, we expect to s tar t to work on the overlooks 
and the interpretive facilities along the North Cross State Highway. Planning for the Ruby Mountain 
tram is proceeding. We aren' t too bad off, but we wanted to do better. The North Cascades 
Highway will open on September 2 this year with great fanfare. This is going to focus a lot of 
attention on the North Cascades. Naturally, there will be agrea t influx of visi tors. I'm sure many 
of them will be disappointed because the Ruby Mountain tramway will not be built and there will 
be no access to Ross Lake. 

The North Cascades Highway is expected to bring over a million people a year to the area 
within a few years after its completion. Our first efforts must be to provide basic services to 
these visitors. Some of the proposed facilities, such as the Ruby Mountain tramway, are almost 
essential solutions for visitor access. The tramway will provide a scar-free opportunity to see 
the wild Cascades. Other facilities needed are orientation and information centers, more camping 
sites, meal service and lodging. The Forest Service is faced with much the same needs along 
this new route. Both agencies a re faced with the difficulties of funding and delayed construction 
schedules. 

I won't raise the High Ross Dam issue, 
But I know you are appreciative of our develop
ment problems on Ross Lake as long as this 
issue is unresolved. 

JOHN A. RUTTER 
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Lawsuit Challenges Forest 

Service Wilderness Review 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SIERRA CLUB, 1050 Mills Tower, 220 Bush 
St. , San Francisco, California 94104, 
NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL, 36 
West 44th Street, New York, New York 
10036, COLORADO OPEN SPACE COUNCIL, 1742 
Pearl Street, Denver, Colorado 80203, THE 
NORTH CASCADES CONSERVATION COUNCIL, 3215 
N. E. 103d St. , Seattle, Washington 98125, 
WILLIAM B. MOUNSEY, Rt. 4, Box 642, 
Evergreen, Colorado 80439, 

Plaintiffs, 

EARL L. BUTZ, Secretary of Agriculture of 
the United States, and JOHN R. McGUIRE, 
Chief, Forest Service of the Department of 
Agriculture, individually and in their 
official capacity, 

Defendants. 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 

COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE 
RELIEF AND MANDAMUS 
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THE WILD CASCADES 

1. The 154 National Forests encompass 187 million acres . Approximately 
40 million primeval, virgin acres remain in units of 5, 000 or more acres which 
are almost entirely untouched by human development. These acres constitute 
much of the remaining land within the United States which has not been developed 
or significantly affected by human beings. 

2. Defendants are presently conducting a mammoth, unprecedented, 
nationwide proceeding to determine which of these last de-facto wilderness areas 
in National Forests will be preserved and which will be logged, roaded, or other
wise developed. The Regional Foresters of the Forest Service have been deciding 
over the last several months the areas they should recommend for preservation. 
The Chief of the Forest Service will receive these recommendations on June 30, 
1972. In the Spring of 1973, he will choose "New Study Areas" which will be 
intensively studied over the following several years . At the conclusion of these 
studies, the determination will be made as to which of these areas will be p r e 
served as wilderness. 

3. In the meantime, all areas recommended for further consideration by 
the Regional Foresters by June 30, 1972, will continue to be protected from 
development as long as this consideration continues. All other de-facto wilder
ness will be subject after June 30, 1972, to immediate development including 
logging, road building and other activities which will permanently destroy their 
character as wildernesses. Consequently, the recommendations made by the 
Regional Foresters — which will free millions of acres of de-facto wilderness 
areas for immediate development — are of momentous importance. 

4. The de-facto wilderness review conducted by the Regional Foresters 
has been grossly deficient. It has taken place largely during a few winter months 
when most of the areas have been snowbound and inaccessible. Neither the Fo r 
est Service nor the public has had sufficient time to study adequately the 50-million 
acres of de-facto wilderness. While some meetings have been held for the pur 
pose of allowing comment, the procedures followed by the Forest Service have 
denied any meaningful opportunity for public participation. The Service has 
misapplied its own standards and failed even to consider many wilderness areas 
for possible preservation. 

American Border Peak in the TOMYHOI-SILESIA UNDEVELOPED AREA # 1 (75, 620 acres in 
Mt. Baker National Forest). 
Photograph by John F. Warth 
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5. Plaintiffs contend that the de-facto wilderness review has violated 
the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment of the Constitution; the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), 42 U. S. C. SS 4321, e t s e g . ; the Multiple 
Use-Sustained Yield Act, 16 U. S. C. SS 529, et seg. ; and numerous regulations 
promulgated by the Department of Agriculture and Forest Service. 

6. Plaintiffs ask this Court for a declaratory judgment and injunctive 
relief to prevent defendants from engaging in, or permitting, development within 
the de-facto wilderness areas of National Forests until defendants have prepared 
and considered Environmental Impact Statements, completed detailed studies 
of the a reas , held meetings allowing fair opportunity for public participation, and 
otherwise complied with the applicable statutes and regulations. 

Looking eastward to Glacier Peak ( in Glacier Peak Wilderness ) from Mt. Dickerman in the 
DICKERMAN UNDEVELOPED AREA #12 (32,000 acres in Mt. Baker National Forest). 
Photograph by Robert B. Pinter 

20. In January, 1967, the Forest Service promulgated a new chapter of 
the Forest Service Manual, chapter 2320, entitled "Wilderness and Primitive 
A r e a s . " ForestService Manual (hereinafter FSM) 2320-2322. It outlined a p r o 
cedure for determining whether de-facto wilderness areas within National For 
ests should be preserved as wilderness. It required the Regional Fores ters , 
who supervise the nine National Forest regions, to identify areas warranting 
further study for possible preservation as wilderness by June 30, 1970. FSM 
2321.31b. This deadline was extended in May 1969 to June 30, 1972. FSM 
2321.31b. The Manual described in detail the cr i ter ia to be applied in determining 
these New Study Areas. FSM 2321. 1-2321. 12. 

21. The New Study Areas were not automatically to be preserved as wil
derness. The Manual described elaborate study reports , mapping, public notice 
and public hearings to be carried out before the final determination would be made. 
FSM 2321. 3, 2321. 32-2321. 8. Since first priority for review was to be given to 
the study of primitive areas in National Forests , further study of the New Study 
Areas was to be deferred. FSM 2312. 31. 

9 
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22. No significant action to implement new provisions in the Manual was 
takenand no more guidelines were promulgated until 1971. On February 25, 1971, 
the Chief of the Forest Service issued a Directive which reminded the Regional 
Foresters of their deadline to identify New Study Areas by June 30, 1972. How
ever, the first Forest Service Directive outlining the procedure to be followed in 
conducting the review was not promulgated until August 11, 1971. 

23. The Directive of August 11, 1971, outlined a four-step procedure 
for the Regional Foresters to follow in investigating roadless areas and recom
mending New Study Areas. Step one was to inventory and map all roadless areas 
of not less than 5,000 acres regardless of their suitability for preservation as 
wilderness. Step two was to convene multidisciplinary teams to "consider available 
resource information and potential alternative uses of the area" and to make ten
tative selections for future study. Step three was to hold "public involvement" 
meetings at which the tentative areas were to be presented. Step four was for 
each Regional Forester to forward to the Chief of the Forest Service, before 
June 30, 1972, a list of all areas recommended for designation by the Chief as 
New Study Areas. 

24. Beginning in December 1971, efforts were made to obtain clarif i
cation of the Forest Service procedures for designating New Study Areas and an 
extension of time for completing the review process. Representatives of the 
Sierra Club, Natural Resources Defense Council, and Wilderness Society, met 
with defendant McGuire and other officials of the Forest Service on January 12 
and 13, 1972. On February 1, 1972, Michael McCloskey, the executive director 
of the Sierra Club, wrote defendant McGuire a letter on behalf of the three orga
nizations asking for the promulgation of fair and uniform procedural guidelines 
for all National Forest regions. The letter emphasized the "mammoth number of 
multiple -use decisions which must be supported by substantial analysis and involve 
meaningful public participation. " It noted the numerous difficulties being encoun
tered by the public in participating in these decisions, such as not being given 
access to Forest Service maps, studies, and tentative selections and having 
simultaneous meetings held as to different national forests in different places. 
The letter requested access to relevant Forest Service materials; extension of the 
deadline for recommending New Study Areas for 30 months; and provision of at 
least 45-days notice of public meetings to allow full participation. 

25. Defendant McGuire responded on March 1, 1972, to Mr. McCloskey. 
His letter included a memorandum essentially repeating the Directive of August 
11, 1971 (see paragraph 24 above), concerning the procedures being followed. 
The memorandum further stated that, after June 30, 1972, the Chief of the Forest 
Service would review the recommendations of the Regional Foresters for New 
Study Areas and publish his tentative list by December 31, 1972; that the public 
would have the opportunity to comment on his list and the final list would be 
announced in the Spring of 1973; and that the detailed study of New Study Areas 
could not be begun until September 1974 and that it would be completed by 1984. 

RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, plaintiffs pray that this Court: 

1. Enter a declaratory judgment that the actions of defendants violate the 
Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment; the National Environmental Policy 
Act; the Multiple Use-Sustained Yield Act; and the regulations promulgated by 
the defendants. 
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2. Enjoin defendants from allowing after June 30, 1972, any activities 
in any de-facto wilderness which will in anyway affect their character as wilder
ness prior to a determination as to their suitability for wilderness preservation 
which meets the requirements of the Fifth Amendment; the National Environmental 
Policy Act; the Multiple Use-Sustained Yield Act; and the regulations promulgated 
by the defendants. 

3. Order defendants, in considering whether to preserve de-facto wilder
ness areas as wilderness, to meet the requirements of the Fifth Amendment; the 
National Environmental Policy Act; the Multiple-Use Sustained Yield Act; and the 
regulations promulgated by the defendants. 

4. Determine that plaintiffs are entitled to attorneys' fees and costs. 

5. Provide such other relief to the plaintiffs as the Court may consider 
just and proper. 

Respectfully submitted, 

BRUCE J. TERRIS 
1908 Sunderland PI. , N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20036 
(202) 785-1992 

(EDITOR'S NOTE) The immediate effect of this lawsuit is described in the following July 12, 
1972 notice: 

"Wenatchee National Forest Timber Purchasers 

Enclosed is a copy of the Wenatchee National Forest Timber Sale Program for the period of July 
1, 1972 to June 30, 1973. 

A temporary restraining order signed June 30, restrains the Forest Service from entering into 
any contract, on or after July 1, 1972, which will permit cutting timber, building roads, or 
taking any action which would change the wilderness character of any roadless or undeveloped 
areas which were listed in inventories of the Forest completed between January 1, 1971 and June 
30, 1972. The sales affected on the Wenatchee Forest a re (1) South Tommy Helo, 2. 5MM; (2) 
Brushy Creek #2, 7. 1MM; (3) Tyee Helo, 1. 0MM; (4) Marble Creek, 11. 0MM; (5) Tommy Creek, 
16. 1MM. These sales may be delayed because of the Sierra Club's complaint filed in Federal 
Court, Washington D. C. " 

C. P. Fink 
for A. C. WRIGHT, Forest Supervisor 

H. ANTHONY RUCKEL, 
Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund, 

Inc. 
508 Majestic Building 
209 16th Street 
Denver, Colorado 80202 
(303) 892-6301 f 

BARRY FISHER 
Sierra Club Legal Defense 

Fund, Inc. 
311 California St. , Suite 311 
San Francisco, California 94104 
(415) 389-1411 
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TRAILS IN 
IVILDERNESS 

toy Ben. SHaine 
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Editor 's Foreword 

To this point in time we have been chiefly concerned with saving the wilderness of the 
North Cascades from loggers, miners, sheepherders, highwaymen, dammers, and the like. 
There 's plenty of that sort of work still ahead, golly knows, but while continuing old battles we 
must face a new threat — the depredations by wilderness recreationists and land-managers who 
serve them more enthusiastically than wisely. 

We didn't realize how good we had it, back in the olden days when we used to gripe at land-
managers for letting the trails go to hell. Very likely our bitching was partly responsible for the 
gleeful way the rangers, once supplied with money, plunged into construction of the "supertrai ls" 
which in recent years have grossly insulted the range. 

The situation would now be infinitely worse had not the Southeast Asia War abruptly reduced 
Forest Service trail funds. The trail engineers — by training and instinct closer in spirit to 
highway engineers than trail walkers — had all manner of boulevards surveyed, blueprinted, 
flagged, and ready for blasting. 

The war prevented many blunders — but not all, far from all. The semi-moratorium has 
given us a chance to digest the implications of supertrails — and land-managers a chance for 
second thoughts. 

The following two articles offer a foundation for a wilderness trai ls policy. 

Forthcoming issues of Wild Cascades will present the plans of Forest Service and Park 
Service land-managers, plus our further comments. 

I. MANAGING WILDERNESS 

Wilderness, the place of wild beasts, the 
frontier for free men away from the s t ruc
tured life of the modern city, is gone. The 
increasing horde of backpackers and r ec rea 
tional cavalry has trampled it. Our traditional 
ability to move about in the North Cascades, 
exulting in the freedom of the hills, may soon 
be severely restricted by administrative regu
lations necessary to protect delicate alpine eco
systems and to preserve a measure of solitude 
for the wilderness traveler. 

Statistics on the use of wilderness areas 
reveal the dimensions of the problem. Examine 
first California, several years more advanced 
than the other states. 400,000 people camped 
in the High Sierra Wilderness in 1970. That's 
roughly double the 1968-69 figure. The Forest 
Service estimates the use could reach 1, 000, 000 
by 1975. 2,000 hikers were observed along the 
Mt. Whitney trail during a single weekend and 
327 were camped at one time at Mirror Lake, 
basecamp for the Mt. Whitney climb. 

The consequences of this geometric growth 
in backcountry travel in the Sierra are outlined 
by Philip Fradkin in his Los Angeles Times 
article, "National Wilderness Areas. They 
Exist in Name Only. " (reprinted Wild Cascades 
Aug-Sept. 1971). 

•Cameras, packs, and other equipmentcan-
not be left unattended along many trai ls . They 
are often stolen. 

•Instructions given to hikers on the John 
Muir Trai l now read, "Recommend that all 
drinking water be treated with purification 
tablets or be boiled before use. (Boil 10 min
utes)". 

•But don't plan to boil your water over a 
wood fire', because a Forest Service report 
states, "In many heavily used areas , most or 
all the dead wood has been burned for firewood. 
Live t rees are often cut and attempts made to 
burn the green wood. " 

•Bullfrog and Timberline Lakes are closed 
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to all camping; camping is limited to one night 
at Paradise Valley, Woods Creek, Rae Lakes, 
Kearsarge Lakes, and other popular sites. 

At Point Reyes, only an hour drive from San 
Francisco, the Park Service has handled the 
wilderness population explosion with a simple 
plan. Camping is limited to several designated 
backcountry campgrounds. The visitor is a s 
signed a campsite where he will find aflat spot 
for his tent, a picnic table, a firebox (bring 
your own charcoal briquets), and an excellent 
view of his neighbor campers, whose camp
sites are all clustered in the same dell. Essen
tially his experience in the campground is the 
same as when car camping, except that there 
are , fortunately, no cars . Stays are limited 
to one night. Reservations are required in 
advance — for holidays and weekends, more 
than a month in advance. The theory behind 
these campgrounds is that it is preferable to 
limit the number of visitors and to concentrate 
them where they can do the least damage to the 
environment, if the alternative is polluted 
s t reams, vandalism, loss of solitude on the 
t ra i ls , and fire danger. 

Entry into the backcountry portions of 
California's Kings Canyon and Sequoia National 
Park will be limited this summer under a 
plan announced by Interior Secretary Rogers 
Morton. The plan, which will also be tried at 
Rocky Mountain and Great Smokies National 
Parks on an experimental basis, calls for Park 
Service rangers to establish maximum carrying 
capacities for heavily-used trails and camping 
areas in the parks. Wilderness travelers will 
be required todetail their travel plans in order 
to receive a permit for entry into the back-
country. Advance reservations are being 
accepted, and rangers will be posted at major 
trailheads to turn people away when the back-
country is full. Because no detailed research 
has been conducted into the carrying capacity 
of the High Sierra, Park Service limitations 
are of necessity based on guesswork, the rough 
estimates of experienced rangers . 

Although California leads the nation in wil
derness use, the Northwest is not far behind. 
Forest Service figures show that visitor days 
in Region 6 wilderness areas totalled 474, 100 
in 1966. By 1969, the number was 813,200 
visitor days; in 1970, 985,200. At this rate, 
in 1973 we would expect 1, 632, 000 visitor days 

of wilderness use - triple what it was only 6 
years before. 

Given these conditions, the managers of the 
North Cascades face the same dilemma as do 
their colleagues in California: how do you 
manage the activities of people so as to preserve 
wilderness ? If the mountains are to retain 
some semblance of their natural condition, 
restrictions will have to be placed on human 
use. That we can even consider our goals for 
wilderness management implies that wilder
ness is land firmly under the control of admin
istrative agencies. 

Robert Service describes "The Land of 
Beyond" in his poetry: 

Thank God! there is always a Land of 
Beyond 

For us who are true to the trail; 
A vision to seek, a beckoning peak, 

A fairness that will never fail; 
A pride in our soul that mocks at a goal 

A manhood that irks at a bond, 
And try how we will, unattainable still 

Behold it, our Land of Beyond. " 

In the North Cascades, wilderness as "The 
Land of Beyond" is quickly disappearing. 

In its place is the managed wilderness. We 
have no choice about that. But we can decide 
how our wilderness is to be managed. If we are 
clever, perhaps we can maintain somewhere in 
our mountains the opportunity for solitude and 
a feeling, at least, of remoteness and freedom. 
At the same time we have to do our best to 
find a way to allow increasing thousands and 
millions of people to visit the wilderness. In 
the near future, questions of wilderness man
agement will assume an importance equal to the 
debates between conservationists and the t im
ber, power, and mining interests. 

II. TRAILS AND WILDERNESS MANAGE
MENT 

Because it plays an important role in regu
lating access, the trail system is a crucial 
element of a wilderness management plan. 
High-standard trai ls encourage travel to 
remote areas . And the reverse is also true: 
management of an area without trails or with 
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only trails of low standard impassable for 
stock tends to res t r ic t access. Properly 
used, the trail system plan can be a power
ful tool for regulating backcountry use. 

A trail is a corridor of civilization in the 
wilderness. A constant reminder of man and 
his works, the trail is the physical connection 
between the wilderness visitor and the outside 
world. As long as he is in proximity to the 
trail , the wilderness visitor feels the impact 
of civilization. The more the trail dominates 
the landscape, the less the feeling of remote
ness. The degree to which a trail dominates 
a landscape is determined by its routing, by its 
construction standards, and the character of 
the terrain through which it passes. The open 
cut of a trail is more conspicuous, for exam
ple, in an open steep meadow than in level for
est. A trail routed through a wet meadow is 
likely to be more scarring than one built through 
stable, dry soils. And, as the Forest Service 
Manual states, good trail routing blends into 
the terrain and aligns naturally with the land
scape, eliminating long tangents and monoto
nous exposed switchbacks. 

Trails construction, then, is a potent but 
dangerous tool in the hands of our wilderness 
administrators. How have they chosen to use 
this tool? 

Trails in the Pacific Northwest 

Until recently, the trail system was used 
primarily to enable the Forest Service to p ro
vide custodial service to its lands. Only in the 
last few years has the system been used by 
large numbers of recreation travelers . Finding 
some trails and camping areas strained beyond 
capacity, the reaction of the Forest Service 
has been to improve individual trails as needed 
to disperse visitors. Wenatchee Forest Super
visor A. C. Wright explains, 

Increased use of wilderness is a fact of 
life. Dispersion of people into wilder
ness can reduce impacts that now exist 
at key high use areas . Trail construc
tion is a technique for attaining d i s 
persion of people and horse use. (let
ter to the author, June 8, 1970) 

Here Miners Creek trail resembles a small road 
more than a woodland path. Forest Service con
struction specifications require 8 ft. horizontal 
and 10 ft. vertical clearances and a zero percent 
grade standard with a 4 to 8 ft. tread radius. The 
result on a steep valley side is a wide swath 
through the forest. 

Photographer, Benjamin Shaine 

Should high standard horse-hiker trails be con
structed through steep alpine meadows? Exten
sive cutting of delicate meadows is in itself un
sightly and contributes to conditions of erosion 
and breakdown of the tread found on the High Pass 
Trail. The deep trail cuts in the sandy meadow 
soil are an open invitation to marmots which 
burrow into the cuts, destroy the banks, and 
cover the tread with sand. Severe erosion is 
taking place immediately below the trail 
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The undesirable consequences of this piece
meal upgrading of old trails and construction of 
new routes were admitted by then Regional 
Forester Charles Connaughton in 1970: 

We recognize that conditions at some 
locations on the White Chuck and Suiattle 
trails do not reflect good trail construc
tion practices. Also, these same appar
ent conditions have developed to various 
degrees on other forest 's trail systems. 
In general, the undesirable conditions 
are the outgrowth of attempting to adapt 
an old outmoded custodial service trail 
system to the heavy recreation traffic of 
today, (letter to the author, March 31, 
1970) 

Forest Service officials sometimes point out 
that trail construction is necessary not only to 
disperse visitors away from heavily-used 
areas , but also to accommodate increases in 
use that are occurring in remote areas even 
without improvements in the trail system. They 
explain that trai l design and routing must be 
upgraded in order to concentrate travel along 
a single, well-constructed corridor. Wide, 
gentle t rai ls , they add, prevent people and 
horses from cutting multiple ruts through 
meadows and causing erosion and soil com
paction on a large area. 

This argument for construction, ignoring 
other means of limiting overuse, is identical 
to the pleas highway engineers make for f ree
ways. In both situations the underlying assump
tion is that the increase in traffic must be 
accommodated, that the free flow of people is 
more important than the environmental and 
social consequences of construction. Wilder
ness administrators, thinking like highway 
engineers, have notperceived the trail network 
as a positive tool for land-use planning. 

Problem Trails 

As a result, several of the most important 
trails in the North Cascades National Forests 
look like wilderness freeways, complete with 
median strip and off ramps, expediting the 
journey of hikers and horses to their crowded 
campsites. And as the freeway destroys rural 
areas by bringing unplanned suburban growth, 
these trails are bringing the problems of over
use to previously isolated backcountry areas . 

Examples of these trails include the Suiattle, 
Miners Creek, High Pass , and White Chuck 
trai ls in the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area. 
These trails were inspected by the author in 
detail during the summers of 1969 and 1970 
during research which led to a report entitled 
"Trai ls and Wilderness Management, " submit
ted to the Forest Service and conservation 
groups in November, 1970. The report 
describes the problem trai ls as follows: 

Suiattle River Trail (#784) 

The Suiattle River Trail parallels the 
Suiattle River into the heart of the Glacier Peak 
Wilderness through extensive old-growth for
est, one of the finest preserved anywhere 
A main access route to the cres t and the broad 
Suiattle basin, the lower miles of #784 receive 
extremely heavy horse and hikeruse The 
first 6 miles of the Suiattle Trail are the low
land forest portion of the famous route to Image 
Lake. These first 6 miles were reconstruc
ted in 1969. Photographs taken a decade ago 
show the trail as a moss-covered path through 
immense forest. Today, after reconstruc
tion, the impression is far different. . . 

Stumps of large trees line the right-of-way. 
In the reconstruction, no attempt was made to 
route the trail around the big t rees for which 
the Suiattle Trail was so famous. Trees as far 
as 20 and 30 feet from the right-of-way were 
cut as part of the trail work The travel 
corridor itself is a broad swath of bare sand. 
In most places the tread may be but 2 feet, but 
the actual corridor of disturbance is wider. At 
places all vegetation has been removed in a path 
30 feet wide. Periodically the trail divides 
into two sections, apparently to allow long pack 
strings to pass each other, if they should be so 
lucky as to meet at just these points. In 
essence, at these locations the trail is a free
way, with separated lanes for travel in oppo
site directions and a median strip between. The 
median strip is generally devoid of plant life. 
Because travelers tend to move from one track 
to the other, the median separation at some 
locations is breaking down and eroding. It is 
unlikely, therefore, that regrowth of vegetation 
will occur on the median s t r i p s . . . . 

The purpose of the reconstruction of the 
first 6 miles of the Suiattle Trail is apparently 
primarily safety for parties with stock: 
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On the Suiattle Trail , eight horses were 
killed from slipping off the grade dur 
ing the two seasons use prior to the 
time the trail was reworked. Insuf
ficient side clearance, narrow and 
unstable tread contributed to these 
incidents. (Regional Forester Con-
aughton to the author, March 31, 1970) 

The benefits of safe and easy passage by 
large numbers of stock must be weighed against 
the impact of the new trail on the wilderness. 
Reconstruction of the Suiattle Trail means a 
substantial change in ti.e nature of the wilder
ness experience available to the traveler in the 
Suiattle valley. To the traveler, the trail is a 
dominant land feature. As such, it contradicts 
the intent of Congress as expressed in the Wil
derness Act: 

A wilderness in contrast with those 
areas where man and his own works 
dominate the landscape, is hereby 
recognized as an area where the earth 
and its community of life are untram-
meled by man, where man himself is a 
visitor who does not remain. 

Miners Creek Trail (#2000) 

The Miners Creek Trail , a new section of 
the Cascade Crest Trail (1969) connects the 
Suiattle River to the "Small Flower Trai l" 
(#2052) in the upper Miners Creek Valley. 
. . . . A s a portion of the Crest Trail , the Miners 
Creek Trail has been constructed to high-use 
standards as a horse-hiker trail . Overall, 
this trail has a less damaging effect on the land 
than the newly constructed Suiattle T r a i l . . . . 

Many large trees were cut in the trail con

struction. Stumps are not as frequent as along 
the lower Suiattle Trail , and, generally, the 
zone of devastation accompanying construction 
is narrower. The impact of a "high standard" 
trail passing through steep country shows 
clearly, however, in the upper reaches of the 
Miners Creek Trail . With slash strewn above 
and below the right-of-way, in sections the trail 
resembles a logging show more than a wilder
ness path. . . . The Miners Creek Trail offers 
the traveler a grinding experience up a multi
tude of switchbacks that zig-zag up the hillside 
at a gentle, even grade. 

High Pass Trail (# 2176C) 

Construction was completed in 1968 on a 
3.1-mile section of the proposed horse-hiker 
trail over High Pass connecting Buck Creek 
Pass with the Napeequa. At present, this route 
is completed from Buck Creek Pass almost to 
High Pass . According to Supervisor Wright, 
no decision has been made on whether to com
plete the trail over into the Napeequa, where 
it would connect with the Boulder Pass Trail 
and ultimately with the Crest Trail 

At a meeting with the author on August 18, 
1970, Wenatchee Forest officials responsible 
for High Pass Trail agreed that the completed 
sections are a bad scar on the landscape. They 
attributed the problems to poor routing, to the 
cuts and fills necessary in crossing steep 
meadow, and to the need to accommodate horse 
traffic. Conditions of erosion and unsightliness 
are severe on the High Pass Trail . Climbers 
report that the scar of the trail on the side of 
Liberty Cap above Buck Creek Pass is apparent 
from the summit of Glacier Peak. 

The High Pass Trail leaves Buck Creek Pass 
and ascends through timber toward the Liberty 
Cap meadows. Large t rees were cut to make 
way for the trail through this high alpine forest. 
After several switchbacks in timber, the trail 
enters meadows, perhaps the finest flowered 
meadows in the Cascades, and slashes back and 
forth through them in a pattern resembling the 
Forest Service Manual diagram of "Poor Trail 
Practice. " Contrary to Forest Service design 
directives, two major switchbacks are in open 
meadow, completely unscreened, permanently 
damaging a supreme North Cascades garden. 

. . . . The erosion and cast-off excavated mate
rials associated with the trail are clearly v i s -
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ible in photographs taken from near Flower 
Dome, on the other side of Buck Creek Pass . 

To construct a 2-foot tread through steep 
meadow, the contractors had to make deep cuts 
into the mountainside. At one point, the cut is 
a bare earth wall higher than a man can reach. 
. . . . In p l aces . . . the tread has been wiped out 
by erosion caused by marmots and generally 
unstable conditions. Portions of the trail 
traversing more level meadows near the sum
mit of Liberty Cap do not show these prob
lems. . . . 

The problems of erosion and unsightliness 
present on the High Pass route would be less 
severe if trail routing and construction had been 
competently completed. But they would not 
have been eliminated. Supervisor Wright's 
comment in response to photographs of the 
damage was that the trail is a "typical horse 
trail . " Trail engineer Enberg explained at the 
August 18, 1970 meeting that a hiker trail can 
be a much more simple development, usually 
a path without a tread. In this type of country, 
Enberg went on to say, all that may be neces
sary for hikers is a marked route. . . . 

Other trails walked for this study: Vista 
Ridge (#2000), White Chuck (#643) 

. . . Like the High Pass Trail , the Vista Ridge 
Trail (on the North slopes of Glacier Peak) 
cuts deeply through virgin meadows Only 
portions of the White Chuck Trail have been 
reconstructed above Kennedy Hot Springs. 
Heavy use, including much stock travel, has 
turned unimproved sections along about mile 
6 to mile 7 into mudholes. Apparently to 
alleviate this condition, the ForestService has 
developed sections of trail between Sitkum and 
Baekos Creeks to "turnpike" standards. Along 
turnpike sections the tread is expanded to 4 
foot width and lined on both sides with 8-inch 
diameter poles. A 4-foot-wide, foot-deep 
drainage ditch is constructed on each side of 
the tread. Total width of the travel corridor 
is thus a minimum of 12 feet. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

The guidelines to wilderness management 
established in the Wilderness Act stipulate that 
an increasing population shall not modify every 
last area in the United States (Sec. 2). Present 
trail policy, as exhibited in the Glacier Peak 

Wilderness, is permanently modifying the 
backcountry portions of dedicated wilderness 
a reas . It would seem that this policy is contrary 
to provisions of law and could be the basis for 
legal action to protect the environmental quality 
of the wilderness system. 

As part of a positive response to user 
demands and to the threat that increased use 
poses to the wilderness system, the Forest 
Service should develop its trail policy as part 
of an overall management plan designed to 
protect the wilderness environment. Following 
are several recommendations that may help the 
Service design its management plans: 

(1) The Forest Service should route its 
trunk trails with greater care. The mistake 
at High Pass must not be repeated elsewhere. 
Forest Service officials trained in aesthetics 
and in the goals of wilderness management 
should plan every aspect of trail development, 
including routing and clearing specifications, 
on new trails and trails being reconstructed. 
Inspectors supervising trail construction 
should be qualified and authorized to halt opera
tions and change trail routing and specifications 
if necessary to protect the environment. 

(2) In order to prevent degradation of the 
environment, the ForestService should conduct 
studies to ascertain the maximum rate of use 
compatible with wilderness preservation. 
These studies should be complete ecological 
surveys, calculating the impact of people and 
stock on soils and life forms and including 
studies of user attitudes and perceptions. The 
recently initiated Title 2200 Range Environ
mental Analysis and Studies required for prepa
ration of recreation Stock Allotment Manage
ment Plans are a step in this direction. 

(3) Instead of reconstructing trails to the 
detriment of the wilderness environment, the 
Forest Service should make the unpleasant 
decision to res t r ic t access to backcountry 
a reas . Thisdeicsion has already been made in 
some areas receiving user punishment. When 
Kennedy Hot Springs, in the Glacier Peak Wil
derness on the White Chuck Trail , is judged 
filled to capacity, a notice is posted at the trail 
head closing the area to additional campers. 
To preserve wilderness, it is necessary to 
extend this practice to other areas instead of 
constructing destructive developments, such 
as high-standard trai ls . 
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(4) Horses should be kept out of delicate 
alpine meadows. Wet west-side North Cas 
cades meadows cannot withstand heavy horse 
use. Horses should be limited or banned on 
trunk t ra i ls , such as the Suiattle Trai l . These 
trai ls cannot be managed to both accommodate 
horse traffic and wilderness preservation as 
required by the Wilderness Act. 

To allow hikers to travel in a relatively 
undisrupted environment, horse trails and 
hiker trails perhaps should be separated. Con
struction of a hiker-only trai l on the south side 
of the Suiattle River might salvage the classic 
wilderness experience of the trip to Image Lake. 

(5) Restoration measures should be initiated 
in areas damaged by heavy use and/or by trai l 
construction. The completed section of the 
High Pass Trail should be closed to traffic and 
the trai l cut and tread planted to facilitate 
return of vegetation. This trail was a mistake 
and should be returned to nature as quickly as 
possible. 

Areas damaged by excessive use, such as 
Image Lake basin, should be rehabilitated 
through str ict regulation of camping and of 
access corridors in a manner similar to that 
used by the Park Service at Cascade Pass . 

Hikers at overused Image Lake basin. 
U. S. Forest Service photo by R. J. DeWitz 

(6) Procedures should be established to 
protect the small amount of truly untouched 
wilderness remaining. A system of wilderness 
zoning should be implemented to preserve 
pristine areas entirely free of t rai ls and marked 
routes and to protect delicate areas that can 
support only simple hiker t ra i ls . Following 
are possible classifications for use in a wilder
ness zoning system: 

(A) Limited Access Zone — an area in 
which visitation is restr icted by administrative 
regulations so as to preserve an unmodified 
ecosystem for scientific purposes. 

(B) Trackless Zone — an a rea preserved 
in a state unmodified by any works of man, 
without trails or marked routes. Such desig
nation would preserve the opportunity for a 
true wilderness experience. By making access 
difficult, visitation could be limited so that the 
area will remain wild in character. Trackless 
zones would encompass areas that are either: 

(a) rugged terrain not suitable for trail 
construction, 

(b) delicate country, including some 
of the westside alpine meadows, 
that cannot withstand heavy use or 
trail construction, or 

(c) land currently in pristine condition 
or land restorable to pristine con
dition which should be maintained 
to provide a total wilderness 
experience. 

(C) Hiker Zone — delicate a reas , 
including the west-side meadows, should be 
declared off limits to stock. These areas are 
not horse country — heavy, damaging con
struction is necessary to develop trails that 
are safe for stock. In areas receiving exces
sive use, some device must be used to limit 
access. Stock have a greater per capita impact 
on trails than do people. Therefore, stock 
should be restricted on trai ls like the Suiattle 
Trail , which are overloaded at present. Trails 
in the Hiker Zone would not be constructed to 
accommodate stock, although stock could be 
permitted for management purposes, where 
conditions warrant. 

(D) Horse - Hiker zone — Areas which 
can support horse traffic at existing visitation 
rates without damage to the environment and 
without the need for development of the high-
standard horse-hiker type should be zoned open 
to stock and hikers. Travel in a true wilder
ness entails risk; trails should not be developed 
so as to eliminate r isk to users at the expense 
of wilderness. 

(E) Peripheral zone — This zone is roughly 
equivalent to the existing "Portal" zone, 
readily - accessible wilderness receiving 
mostly day use. It would not, however, encom-
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pass most of the trunk-travel corr idors such 
as the Suiattle Trail or the White Chuck Trail , 
which penetrate into the heart of wilderness 
areas . Heavy development of impact-mini
mizing devices, such as toilets and fireplaces, 
will be necessary in the peripheral zones 
located near wilderness boundaries. 

To protect the wilderness from its visitors, 
the zoning system would be essentially perma
nent. The zoning of anarea should notbedown-
graded merely to accommodate increasing 
numbers of visi tors. Such a policy will soon 
result in the destruction of all wilderness. 

(F) A zoning plan as described above would 
require a change in Forest Service policy from 
one of wilderness-use dispersion to one 
of concentration and restriction of use. Such 
a policy will require the development of high-
capacity recreation trail systems outside of 
wilderness a reas . Instead of constructing 
high-standard trai ls into the remote wilderness 
heartland, the Forest Service should develop 
access into non-wilderness lands which are of 
a character to sustain heavy use. A trai ls plan 
on the European alpine model, with the devel
opment of extensive systems of rights-of-way 
on public and private land, with huts and other 
accommodations which allow intensive land use, 
should be studied for its potential value in 
drawing use away from wilderness a reas . 

Clearing: Trees larger than 10 inches were 
to be cut if they could not be avoided to provide 
a minimum travel width of 6 feet. For hiker 
t rai ls , t rees larger than 10 inches were not to 
be cut. 

Structures: In designated wilderness, s t ruc 
tures were to be limited to those necessary to 
provide safety to the user. These could include 
turnpike sections, puncheon, retaining walls, 
and foot bridges. 

In May, 1971, new standards were promul
gated in the Forest Service publication, "The 
Pacific Crest Trail: Guide for Location, 
Design and Management." This document 
defines management goals for the Crest Trail 
System: 

To plan, construct, and manage a trail 
facility through such a wide variety of 
topography and climate conditions provides 
a real challenge. Section 7 (of the National 
Trai ls System Act of 1968) calls attention 
to this by providing that the "development 
and management of each segment . . . shall be 
designed to harmonize with and complement 
any established multiple use plans for that 
specific area in order to insure continued 
maximum benefits from the land. " The aim 
is for the trail to be a welcome addition 
rather than a detriment to the environ
ment. . . " 

The Question of Standards 

The problem trai ls in the Glacier Peak Wil
derness were constructed to standards speci
fied in the "General Design Guides" elementof 
the Forest Service Manual in effect in the late 
1960s. These guides contained the following 
elements: 

Dimensions: The tread for a horse-trai l 
was to be at least 18 inches wide at all locations, 
36 inches at fords and flat a reas , with a tread 
of 8 feet at switchback landings. 

Alignment: The trai l was to fit the landscape. 
Trai ls in the Glacier Peak Wilderness violate 
this provision. 

Grade: Grade was limited to 10% (10 foot 
r i se in 100 linear feet), except for short s e c 
tions not to exceed 15%. 

Location through National Forest and 
National Park Wilderness 
This . . .will challenge locators to place the 
trail so that minimum modification of the 
landscape will be necessary. Congressional 
hearings have established the premise that 
all developments and use within wilderness 
are to be governed by the principles es tab-
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lished by the Wilderness Act the t r ea t -
mentof segments of the route within wilder
ness may differ to conform with the objec
tives of the Wilderness Act and specific 
management measures and controls will be 
used to protect the wilderness resource. 
. . . When the trail crosses land dedicated to 
specific management by administrative 
decision or legislation, such as National 
Forest Wilderness or National Parks, and 
the prescribed management of these lands 
is more stringent in preserving aesthetic 
values rather than following the general 
land management guide established for the 
trail as a whole. 

. . . When the trail crosses land dedicated to 
specific management by administrative 
decision or legislation, such as National 
Forest Wilderness or National Parks , and 
the prescribed management of these lands 
is more stringent in preserving aesthetic 
values rather than following the general 
land management guide established for the 
trai l as a whole, the more stringent manage
ment requirements will apply. 

Of great importance is the provision that horses 
should be kept out of delicate a reas : 

Protection of the natural vegetative cover 
and of the basic resources of land and water 
must be fully recognized when considering 
trail location. Marshes, areas of thin or 
unstable soil, small lakes, meadow, and 
other fragile areas are particularly dam
aging. The trail should bypass these areas 
if at all possible. A secondary trail , for 
hikers only, could be provided nearer to 
such areas if their use is not damaging. 

Note that this guideline is generally applicable 
and is not limited to designated wilderness 
areas . The implication of this provision is that 
horses should be prohibited in the west-side 

meadows of the North Cascades, including on 
the Vista Ridge section of the Crest Trail . 

While these management guidelines a re a 
great improvement, the specific design e l e 
ments remain unchanged from the old Forest 
Service Manual guides, except that a steeper 
grade is now acceptable. A 15 percent grade, 
rather than 10 percent, is the maximum and 
steeper sections a re permitted. Loop hiker 
t rai ls may incorporate steps or steeper grades, 
which is a significant improvement. Another 
important change is that "facilities within wil 
derness will be provided only as necessary to 
protect and manage the wilderness resource 
and not primarily for the comfort or conven-
nience of use r s . " 

The "Guide for Location.. . " thus sets out 
noble goals for trails management in wilder
ness a reas , but fails to specify design standards 
which meet objectives. Region 1 of the Forest 
Service, which includes the northern Rocky 
Mountains, has developed both a policy and 
specific standards which should be emulated 
in the Northwest. William A. Worf, Chief of 
Recreation and Lands for Region 1, explains 
the purpose of their "Trai ls Handbook," as 
revised in April, 1970: 

Our thinking on the relationship of trails to 
the wilderness resource has changed since 
the passage in 1964 of the Wilderness Act. 
As of that time we began to think more of 
wilderness as a resource. One of the chief 
characterist ics of this resource is the 
absence of the imprint of man. Wide straight 
t ra i ls , especially when constructed on steep 
sideslopes or through rock, offer consid
erable evidence of man's work. Our trail 
policy is aimed at minimizing this imprint. 
It is also designed to enhance opportunities 
for solitude, (letter to the author, March 
12, 1971) 

Photographer, Benjamin Shaine 
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Among the more impressive sections of the 
Region 1 Trai ls Handbook are the following: 

TRAILS HANDBOOK 

312 - POLICY 

Wilderness Trai ls . Trails are an acceptable facility in Wilderness; 
however, they must be a part of, rather than an intrusion on, the 
country. Wilderness trails will emulate game trails to the greatest 
possible extent. They will not be designed, constructed, or main
tained for speed unless important for some wilderness management 
reason. There shall be no tread work on side slopes of less than 30 
percent unless specific soil types make this necessary to prevent 
soil loss. Clearing will be held to the minimum necessary to permit 
the intended use; i. e. , less clearing for foot travel than for horse 
travel. Wilderness trai ls will generally wind through the trees 
rather than follow a straight line. Trails may have logs or obstruc
tions to step over. Blazing will be held to an absolute minimum, and 
there will be no "freshening up" of old tree blaze scars . Trails 
shall be as inconspicuous as possible when viewed from a distance and 
designed to promote solitude. 

No new trails will constructed in any Wilderness until the Wilder
ness Management Plan has been approved and clearly shows a Wilderness 
need for such a trai l . An exception to this policy will be made 
where a trail is partially complete and the stopping of construction 
would leave a "trai l to nowhere. " In these cases , any new work will 
be done to the Wilderness standard described herein. 

Trai l reconstruction will be limited to that which is necessary to 
correct serious soil erosion problems and/or restore the trail to the 
Wilderness standard described above. 

Bridges, corduroy, or other structures will be constructed only as 
the last r esor t to protect the wilderness environment or the safety 
of the visitor and not for his convenience. 

313 - TRAIL SYSTEM PLANS. 

•-Wilderness Trai ls . The objective of maintaining an enduring wilder
ness resource must be the first consideration when planning a Wilder
ness trail system. The need for new tra i ls , reconstruction, or 
maintenance of existing trai ls must consider the wilderness resource 
as defined in the Wilderness Act of 1964. 

A Wilderness Management Plan will be prepared for each Wilderness 
and Primitive Area. This plan will contain the necessary analysis 
and justifications for the transportaion system needed to meet 
long-range wilderness resource management objectives. 

Standards for location, construction, reconstruction, clearing, 
marking, and maintenance will be based on specific wilderness objec
tives and the ability of the resource to sustain use without destroy
ing its primeval character. - • 
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322.22 - Alignment 

Wilderness Trai ls . Trai ls , when needed, must be considered as a 
part of, rather than an intrusion on, the country. To this end, 
trails will wind through the t rees and around the undulations in 
topography whenever possible. Longer trails will reduce the time of 
visual awareness between Wilderness t ravelers . 

322. 1 - Economics 

Wilderness Trai ls . The objective in designing these trails is to 
maintain an enduring wilderness resource. Monetary values or 
considerations will not be a controlling factor. 

322.23 - Grade 

Wilderness Trai ls . Grade will not be an influencing factor when 
designing Wilderness t rai ls . Sustained grades may detract from the 
objectives of Wilderness management. Trails will be designed: 

1. To have undulating grades which conform as much as possible 
with the "lay of the land" and promote natural drainage. 

2. To have grades which will cause the least disturbance to the 
wilderness resource. 

3. To have grades which promote the feeling of solitude by 
reducing to a minimum the sight distance between t ravelers . 

4. To have grades that will not cause soil erosion. 

322.24 - Dimensions of Cleared Travel Way 

2. Special-Purpose Trails 

Wilderness Trai ls . Clearing will be held to the minimum 
necessary to protect Wilderness values and at the same time 
permit the intended use. In no event will trails be cleared to 
the extent that they leave the visitor with a straight line 
effect. Clearing standards for trails intended for use by horses 
and foot t ravelers will not exceed those described in Code 332, 
paragraph 1, All-Purpose Trails—Class A. Clearing on foot 
t ra i ls , where necessary, will be done only to the extent neces
sary to allow the hiker sufficient room to walk between t rees . 
The traveler may brush against protruding branches as he winds 
along the way. 

322.25 - Drainage 

Wilderness Trai ls . Drainage will be "built in" to all t rai ls to the 
extent feasible. Since sustained grades are discouraged, drainagt 
problems should be minimized. Logs left across trails to obtain a 
more natural scene can be utilized equally well to divert water ani 
prevent erosion. Metal culverts and sawed open tops will not be 
used. 
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333 - TREAD CONSTRUCTION 

Wilderness Trai ls . There will be no tread work on side slopes of 
less than 30 percent unless specific soil conditions make this 
necessary to prevent soil loss. Trai ls may have occasional logs or 
frequent obstructions to step over. In areas where tread work is 
needed, only that minimum construction necessary to protect fragile 
soils will be done. 

355 - SURFACING 

Wilderness Trai ls . When locating trails in the Wilderness, every 
effort will be made to avoid large springs, bogs, or other areas that 
will require special surfacing. Puncheon, corduroy, or other su r 
facing measures , will be used only when relocation is not practical, 
or when the impact of relocation would create a more noticeable scar 
on the Wilderness resource. When used, puncheon will be covered with 
sod to make it as unnoticeable as possible. 

366. 1 - Bridges 

Wilderness Trai ls . Bridges will be used on Wilderness trails only 
where a safe foot and horse crossing cannot be made during the 
majority of the use period. If a good ford can be made at a bad 
crossing, this will be preferable to a bridge. A foot log may be 
necessary at some places where horses can normally ford the stream. 

341 -GENERAL 

Wilderness Trai ls . Maintenance of existing trails will be designed 
to maintain or gradually res tore the quality of the wilderness 
environment. 

Occasional logs or obstructions may be left in the trail to aid in 
restoring a more natural appearance. Low growing vegetation will be 
allowed to grow in close proximity to the trail . 

The Northwest Region of the Forest Service should adopt a trails policy comparable to 
that of Region 1. Implementing such a policy, the Forest Service can begin the job of planning 
the management of its wilderness lands. 

P H O T O C A P T I O N S 

PAGE 17: At some locations, the Suiattle Trail divides into two treads, separated by a median 
strip. At such locations the cleared right of way is often 30 ft. wide. The length of one double 
section of trail is more than 100 ft. Most t rees and large vegetation have been removed from the 
median strip and erosion is breaking down the separation between the two trail treads. 

PAGE 20: Construction of the High Pass Trail in steep meadows required considerable cutting and 
filling. Earth removed was left on the meadow below the tread to create an area which was still 
bare, disturbed soil two years after construction. In some locations these cuts are higher than a 
man can reach. This switchback can be clearly identified on the cover photo of Liberty Cap. 

PAGE 21: The general nature of the Suiattle Trail for its first 6 miles is that many large trees 
have been removed, some over 30 ft. from the trail , to create a broad, dusty right of way. 

Photographer, Benjamin Shaine 
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Spectacle Meadows above Pete Lake in proposed Alpine Lakes Wilderness Area. 
PHOT BY: John F. Warth 

by Chris Mori 

The tundra is an outstanding attraction of 
the North Cascades wilderness. The lushness 
and colorful beauty of the tundra in bloom are 
perhaps unsurpassed by that of any other eco
system, and it is understandable that the high 
meadows of the Cascades are popular hiking 
and camping areas . Since it occurs south of 
its normal habitat, the tundra must seek 
higher elevations in order to survive. Access 
to these high, remote locations affords sweeping 
vistas of the surrounding Cascades peaks, as 
well as a starting point for the ascent of most 
of those peaks. For all its showiness and 
apparent bounty of vegetation, however, the 
tundra is in fact one of the most fragile of eco
systems. The harsh climate taxes the hardi
ness of the plants almost to their limits. The 
growing season in the tundra, between the 
melting of the last snow (perhaps as late as_ 
July or early August) and the first snow of the 
next season (usually in September or October) 
is extremely short, giving the plants little 
time in which to flower and bear fruit. 

the cause of the sudden burst of flowers and 
color during the spring and summer. The 
plants must blossom as soon as possible, often 
before all the vegetative parts are fully formed, 
in order to take advantage of every day of 
warmth and light for the ripening of their fruits. 

In nature, the tundra usually supports a 
numerous animal population, composed mostly 
of moose, caribou, and ptarmigan in the arctic 
regions, and of elk, moose, and ptarmigan in 
more southerly latitudes. These animals are 
a part of the tundra ecosystem. They interact 
in harmony with it, and they, or their ecological 
equivalents, have inhabited the tundra for 
millions of years. Man, on the other hand, is 
a recent intruder. He has suddenly appeared, 
and in such numbers, that his presence can be 
destructive to the very ecosystem he wishes to 
enjoy. His impact on the land is highly 
visible, as in the High Sierra of California, and 
in the North Cascades. 

The most common adaptations to this fore
shortened growing season are the development 
of perenniality and a greater reliance on vege
tative propagation. These same adaptations are 

Several studies have been conducted in 
areas which are essentially identical to the 
tundra of the North Cascades, evaluating the 
damage which has been caused by heavy human 

FRAGILE MEADOWS 
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use. Willard and Marr (1970 a and b), in 
their ecological analysis of visitor impact in 
the Rocky Mountains of Colorado, conclude 
that, in this region, "trampling is the human 
activity which produces the most serious 
alteration of tundra." Their findings show 
that the extent of damage is directly correlated 
with the moisture content of the soil: the wetter 
the soil, the more easily and irreparably dam
aged it is. Moisture content in turn is partially 
influenced by the growth forms of the vegetative 
cover. The intermittent ground cover provided 
by sedges and grasslike plants on wet sites is 
most easily damaged, while scattered cushion 
plants and fellfield communities on dr ier sites 
are more resistant, and the more continuous 
cover provided by turf is most resistant. 

Closer to the North Cascades, Dr. C. Frank 
Brockman, Professor Emeritus of Forestry at 
the University of Washington, has conducted 
studies of the impact of heavy visitor use on 
the vegetation of Mt. Rainier National Park. 
Four heavily used areas of the park were 
included in the study: the subalpine meadows 
at Paradise Valley, Yakima Park, and Tipsoo 
Lake, and the wooded Mowich Lake area. Plots 
were set up for the study, and vegetation was 
sampled in both disturbed and undisturbed areas 
at each of the four si tes. A comparison was 
made of the vegetative cover of the two sets of 
plots from each area. The results indicate that 
10% of the Tipsoo Lake area has been denuded 
by visitor use, and that over 23% of the acces
sible south shore of Mowich Lake has likewise 
been denuded. At Paradise and Yakima Park, 
it was found that a higher percentage of the 
total vegetative cover occupied the undisturbed 
si tes, with denudation worsening progressively 
closer to parking areas and developed facilities 
where visitor use is usually concentrated. 

The flora of the park can be classified into 
four life zones, each with a broad range of 
habitats. These are described by Dr. Brock-
man as follows: 

"The heavily timbered humid-transition zone 
extends up larger r iver valleys to approxi
mately 3, 000 feet; the Canadian zone, with 
intermediate forests, from about 3,000 to 
5, 000 feet; the Hudsonian zone, typified by 
open meadows with scattered groups of sub
alpine t rees , from about 5, 000 feet to t im-
berline, approximately 6,560 feet; from 
timberline to the summit of Mount Rainier . 

is the arctic-alpine zone, a region of bare 
rock, perpetual snowfields, and glacier ice, 
with only the most hardy plants confined 
largely to its lower perimeters . " 

According to the study, the colorful, open 
meadows of the Hudsonian zone hold the greatest 
attraction for visitors. At the same time, 
these meadows are most easily disturbed by 
overuse, and their maintenance is of primary 
concern to the Park Service. The ease of 
travel through the open meadows invites off-
trail wandering, especially if the meadow 
surrounds an attractive lake or tarn. Human 
impact can be fatal to lakeside vegetation if 
camping facilities are provided along the shore
line of the lake, as they were at Mowich Lake. 
Even without established campsites at the 
lake's edge, the heaviest damage at Tipsoo 
Lake was suffered along the shoreline of the 
lake itself. The result of overuse of all four 
areas has been "a network of informal, man-
made t ra i l s , denuded areas , trampled vege
tation, damaged t rees , waterworn gullies, and 
similar indications of thoughtless, careless or 
unregulated visitor u s e . " 

The North Cascades, overall, have not yet 
been subjected to such overuse. The conditions 
of attractiveness, fragility, and access, how
ever, have been met. The high alpine meadows 
of the North Cascades, like those of the Hud
sonian zone of the Mount Rainier area, are a 
major public attraction, and are therefore the 
most likely areas to be overused. The soil of 
high meadows surrounding extinct volcanoes 
like Glacier Peak or Mount Baker are largely 
volcanic in origin, and, like the soils of Mount 
Rainier, are highly friable and deficient in 
humus. Yet, the Forest Service insists on 
routing high-standard trails through these 
meadows, providing access to beautiful lake
side campsites—beautiful, until they are 
destroyed. It only remains for people to accept 
the invitation of the Forest Service to explore 
the many high trails before the Cascades 
meadows will begin to resemble the denuded, 
gullied, eroded slopes of other similar a reas . 

An additional threat to the Cascades tundra 
is horse traffic on the high-standard trails 
which t raverse some of the wettest meadows. 
The effect of equestrian traffic will undoubtedly 
increase the rate of denudation and erosion. 
The impact of a string of horses, each, with a 
rider, weighing over half a ton, pounding 
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across a soggy meadow, will rapidly destroy 
the vegetation and the soil. The trail will soon 
be transformed into a muddy trench which will 
grow wider as hikers, following the horses, 
try to avoid unpleasant footing by walking on 
firmer ground beside the trail . Horses wan
dering across a steep wet meadow could easily 
precipitate massive soilslides, which would be 
further aggravated by erosion. 

The North Cascades Highway will soon 
provide access to the meadows of Washington 
Pass. The effects of overuse there will depend 
on the location of facilities where visitor use 
will be concentrated. Generally, roadside 
damage is limited to within a short radius of 
such facilities as visitor centers and res t 
stops. Both the study in the Rocky Mountains 
and at Mount Rainier indicated that public use 
along the road between facilities is minimal. 
The crucial factor, then, is the location of 
visitor centers in areas that will more readily 
withstand heavy use. Brockman notes that the 
development of Mount Rainier National Park 
was so planned as to concentrate the major 
facilities, and consequently, the heaviest 
public use, in those very areas which qualified 
Mount Rainier for National Park status. The 
most outstanding areas are not necessarily the 
most logical sites for developed facilities. 

There is hope for the North Cascades tundra, 
however. Overuse can, through proper man
agement, be avoided before it becomes a prob
lem. Wise planning of trails and the kinds of 
access they will or will not provide a re crucial 
to the continued existence of the lush meadows. 
The wetter Cascades meadows, like those along 
the High Pass and Vista Ridge Trails in the 
Glacier Peak Wilderness Area, will require the 
ultimate in protection. The most direct method 
of preservation of these meadows would be to 
leave them trackless and unmarked, thus effec
tively discouraging travel through them. The 
areas studied by Dr. Brockman were disturbed 
only where access was allowed. Undisturbed 
sites were located at some distance from the 
trails and had no trails leading to them. People 
wandered off the trail only where a trail existed. 

The tundra vegetation has become adapted 
to the harshest climatic and soil conditions 
that exist, and is therefore amazingly resilient. 
Individual plants are surprisingly hardy, and 
can withstand a reasonable amount of human 
use. Dr. Brockman cites the case of a camp 

established at Tipsoo Lake during the construc
tion of a highway into the area. The excavated 
site was abandoned when the camp was removed 
in 1931. His studies in 1959-60, some 29 years 
later, showed almost complete recovery of the 
vegetation. The possibility of revegetation, 
then, of even the most heavily-scarred hi l l 
sides does exist, providing those hillsides are 
closed to public use, and traffic is rerouted 
through more durable terrain. At places such 
as Miner's Ridge and Image Lake, the Forest 
Service can repair whatever damage has been 
done by allowing the trail torevegetate, and by 
removing campsites from the edge of the lake. 
This may require that the area be closed for a 
few years , and that it be reopened only for 
restricted use. 

Problems of overuse will be eliminated from 
the s tar t if use is restr icted and regulated. 
Well-planned trail construction, or non-con
struction, can be an effective tool in regulation 
of public use. Under no circumstances should 
high-standard trails for horse traffic be con
structed through wet meadows; hiker use of 
these meadows should also be restricted, 
possibly through the complete absence of a 
trail . Lake areas in alpine meadows can with
stand only limited use, at best, and planning 
should proceed accordingly. The preservation 
of the Cascades tundra res ts in the hands of the 
administrative agency which has been entrusted 
with the care of these lands. The Forest Ser
vice must follow sound guidelines for the p ro 
tective management of its lands, especially in 
the construction of t rai ls which provide access 
to some of the most outstanding meadows of the 
North Cascades. 
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Since the creation of the North Cascades National Park in 1968, conservationists have 
been involved in a continuing effort to insure the best possible planning and management for the 
area . Much of this work has been overshadowed by the major problem of preventing the raising 
of Ross Dam. Yet without proper planning and facilities, the results could be far more des t ruc
tive than the raising of the dam itself. This article presents an alternative to the raising of Ross 
Dam, as well as a solution to location and management of national park and recreation facilities. 
The lake and the dam become the key to the problem of combining recreation and wilderness. 
Instead of locating all the park facilities at Roland point, one simply locates these facilities atop 
Ross Dam. 

By centralizing tourist and Park facilities atop Ross Dam, the National Park Service 
can accomodate large numbers of visitors without destroying the isolated environment of the lake 
and its surrounding region. No road to Roland Point would be necessary. Parking facilities 
would be provided either near Diablo Lake or at Newhalem with visitors being commuted to the 
Park facilities. Ross Dam would become the center of all wilderness activity, including hiking, 
camping, boating, lodging and dining, park facilities and exhibitions. The east side of Ross 
Lake would become a major camping zone accessible only by means of boats or passenger ferry. 

The preceding explanation basically explains the concept of park facilities atop Ross. 
The project was first envisioned in 1967 while I was an architectural student at Washington State 
University. In March, 1968, Quest magazine published an ar t ic le , "Wilderness Preservation" 
concerning this proposal. In 1970 I began working closely with Pat Goldsworthy and the N3C on 
providing alternatives to the National Parks proposed management of the Ross Lake Recreation 
Area. In 1971 the N3C presented the Ross Dam proposal to an Open Hearing of the Seattle City 
Council as an alternative to the raising of Ross Dam. 

In the fall of 1971 Jim Walter and myself joined together as a design team known as Walter 
Hall, and provided an extensive amount of new material on the proposal. With the N3C as our 
prospective client we won a major national design award from Progressive Architecture for our 
alternative solution for the North Cascades. The award was received by Walter and myself at 
the Whitney Museum in New York City. Other guests included Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Avery of 
Lincoln, Mass. , who have a long standing interest in the North Cascades and represented the 
N3C. Roxanne Sayre represented the Sierra Club, while the beneficiary client, the National 
Park Service, was also represented. 

The Park Service showed considerable interest in the project, Hopefully our proposal 
will be closely studied by the Regional Office here in Seattle. Ross Dam provides a unique solu
tion to some very basic planning problems. It is too important to be casually overlooked as it 
has been for the past four years . Hopefully the recent national recognition will serve as a 
catalyst for the authorities with whom the decision lies. 
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Alternate North Cascades Complex, Ross Lake, Wash. A 
hotel on a dam, to keep cars and buildings out of the natural 
environment, is an alternate to traditional development 

Program: The National Park Service is studying the feasibility 
of an auto-oriented resort and visitors' center at the Ross 
Lake Recreation Area. The North Cascades Conservation 
Council, contending that the Park Service plans would have 
an adverse effect on the natural environment, commissioned 
an alternate visitors' complex for the park—one that is ori
ented toward boats instead of cars. 
Site: Ross Lake, a reservoir formed by Ross Dam in the North 
Cascades National Park, Wash. 
Design solution: Placing the visitors' complex on the dam it
self, rather than on the lakeshore, gives the recreation area a 
variety of uses. Parking for 600 cars is provided on a lower 
lake, and the parking structure, under the highway, becomes 
a terminal for the visitors. The lake and wilderness are left vir
tually untouched, except by visitors. A ferry boat links the 
parking terminal structure with a tramway near the dam which 
completes the trip to the visitors' complex atop the dam. The 
visitors' center serves as a base for other wilderness activi
ties—fishing, hiking, boating, camping. 

The lower, or service, level of the three-level complex is 
formed in concrete on the top of the dam. Parking for staff 
members is included along with a seminar center. 

The concourse level is the prime circulation space. Termi
nals for the tramway (on the downstream side of the dam) and 
a ferry (on the upstream side) are on this level, making it the 
gateway to the visitors' center. Lobbies, elevators and regis
tration desk open directly off the concourse, as do dining 
rooms and other public facilities. 

Two types of accommodations are offered in the lodging 
levels. One, the "lodge room," is a room and bath designed as" 
the mainstay of the vacationer. These rooms would be avail
able on a weekly or bi-weekly basis; suites could be leased or 
owned by corporations for business use. 

The second type of room, known as the "hostel quarters," 
is smaller than the lodge rooms; toilets, lounges and lava
tories are centralized; these are designed for hikers, natural
ists and other single or group travelers. Rentals are to be 
lower and for shorter periods of time. The first phase of con
struction would provide 200 units, the second, 500 by 1974. 
Construction and materials: The service level, of concrete, 
uses a 25'-6" column bay (representing two module bays in 
the lodging areas) in the parking areas; the seminar center is 
of structural steel modified for long spans and fireproofed. 
The concourse level is based on a 12'-6" lightweight steel 
module to provide partly enclosed, partly open concourses. 
Open sloped roofs and natural ventilation are combined with 
greenhouse type glazing for maximum heat gain in winter. For 
the lodging levels, standard modular units are attached to the 
structural frame with standard fittings. 

1:72 Progressive Architecture 
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Walter Hall and Associates 

Project: Alternate North Cascades Complex, Ross Lake, Washington 
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Progressive Architecture 
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A unique alternate 
proposal for 
North Cascades 
Complex 

by J e a n n e Metzger 
E v e r e t t H e r a l d - W e s t e r n Sun 
M a r c h 25, 1972 

When Washington State University archi
tectural student David Hall began exploring archi
tectural possibilities for the proposed North Cas
cades Park as a fifth-year thesis project in 1967 he 
came up with the brainstorm to put the suggested 
visitors' accommodation center on top of Ross 
Dam. 

The way-out idea was developed further by 
Hall and his associate Jim Walter when the North 
Cascades Conservation Council, contending that 
the National Park Service's plans would have an 
adverse effect on the natural environment, com
missioned an alternate visitors' complex for the 
park — one that is oriented toward boats instead 
of cars. 

Whether the Hall-Walter proposal gets past the 
talking stage depends on whether the alternative 
gets some serious consideration in the offices of 
the Park Service and City Light. 

THE FACT THAT it was just recently given 
one of the top awards in Progressive Architecture 
magazine's 19th annual design awards competition 
might open some doors. 

Patrick Goldsworthy, president of the North 
Cascades Conservation Council, is enthusiastic 
about Hall's proposal, but says there has been no 
indication so far of the city's interest in it. 

Rod Pegues of the Park Sen ice says his office 
wants to meet with Hall and get more detailed 
plans so they could study the feasibility of putting 
the visitors' complex on top of the dam. 

As it stands now, the resort and visitors' center 
is scheduled to be sited on Ross Lake's Roland 
Point in Park Service plans with access by au
tomobile from a spur road off the North Cascades 
Highway. 

The Conservation Council is in opposition to 
this approach, because, as Goldworthy says, "of 
the impact of management of the area and the 
visual scar caused by the road. 

"Our feeling is that there should be water ac
cess rather than road access wherever the vis
itors' facilities are located." 

Hall's presentation makes the point that facil
ities at Roland Point would be costly, inefficient 
and overused and "also change the nature of a 
previously isolated lake and wilderness." 

HALL, AN EVERETT High School graduate 
and son of architect Harold Hall and Mrs. Hall, 
has lived with his "put-a-structure-on-Ross-Dam" 
idea for some years now and seen it go through 
various channels and changes. 

"Using the dam didn't occur to me until the 
end of the project," he says. "My basic concern 
was coming up with an approach to recreation and 
the wilderness and man's relationship to these 
areas." 
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He was a bit unhappy that several Progressive 
Architecture jurors didn't grasp this idea and 
were more taken up with the sensational concept 
of placing a hotel on a dam. 

In stating his opinion that Ross Lake and the 
dam are the key to the problem of combining rec
reation and wilderness, Hall says: "When national 
parks are created and developed, one inherent 
problem is always apparent — the development of 
the park for mass tourism destroys the unique 
reason for the park's creation in the first place. 
Vacationers swarm through the park so that the 
wilderness ends up as an asphalt pathway and 
electronic campsite. Sort of a candy-colored, 
streamlined Las Vegas in the nude. The whole 
system seems to accent nature as something apart 
from man, which is the basis of our whole prob
lem." 

HALL DOESN'T believe, however, that a park 
should be left completely in its natural state only 
for the enjoyment of a relatively few rugged indi
viduals. He wants the true wilderness people and 
the mass vacationers to meet together to commu
nicate with nature. He likes this mixing of groups 
with different interests "with everyone tolerating 
each other." 

This is why he is excited about the idea of 
placing the core of recreation facilities on Ross 
Dam itself to serve as a base for other wilderness 
activities — fishing, hiking, boating, camping. 

"Such a structure would not ruin the land
scape," he says, "and would allow for a high den
sity, multiple use facility." 

The matter of transition from automobile, to 
boat, to tramway to visitors' facility is one of 
Hall's major concerns. 

This is the way he puts it: "A transition is 
needed from the usual means of access to the 
wilderness . . . a changing or slowing down period 
and not a definite break. One is not mysteriously 

nsformed from non wilderness to wilderness. It 
Isn't the traveling from one point to another that 
is to be emphasized. It is the realization of the 
space between, so that end points or destinations 
become unimportant." 

UNDER HALL'S proposal, parking for 600 cars 
is provided on lower Diablo Lake under the high
way — a terminal for visitors. There would be no 
automobiles in the Ross Lake Recreation area. A 
ferry boat would link the parking terminal with a 
tramway near the dam, taking visitors to the com
plex atop the dam. 

A passenger ferry on Ross Lake would take 
visitors to camping grounds on the lake shore. 
Boat rentals would be available but power boating 
and water skiing would be restricted to Diablo 
Lake below. 

The visitors' facility would have two types of 
accommodations — lodge rooms (single rooms 
with individual baths) or hostel quarters (with 
centralized toilets, lounges and lavatories). 

Construction would be structural steel modules, 
which, Hall says, would be fabricated "like Levitt 
houses" away from the site. Open sloped roofs and 
natural ventilation are combined with greenhouse 
type glazing for maximum heat gain in winter. 

He sees considerable cost savings in his plan 
because "seven miles of road construction would 
be eliminated there would be no site clearing and 
the foundation already is present." 

HALL IS PLEASED with the Park Services's 
sensitive approach to the North Cascades Park 
because of its concern for retaining much of the 
wilderness area, but he is pushing for reconsidera
tion on Roland Point development and is hoping 
his alternative — facilities on top of the dam — 
will somehow come to reality. 



32 THE WILD CASCADES 

Encounters With The Archdruid 
(Narratives about a conservationist and three of his natural enemies)* 

by John McPhee 

Jane and I had been waiting at the road-end 
shade beside the Suiattle River to meet the 
archdruid-to-be. To pass the time, first we 

— The New Yorker 3/20/71 

Charles Park 
Dtrvii Browser 

watched a bulldozer rumbling up and down in 
the middle of the r iver as it destroyed the old 
Cascade Crest Trail bridge leading to the 
Whitechuck River. This was done to make way 
for a brand-new steel bridge. Next we met 
professor Grant Sharpe, Seattle City Light's 
lobbyist-to-be for raising Ross Dam. He had 
just come out of the Glacier Peak Wilderness 
with his students. He stopped to ask me 
whether I would advise him to accept the job of 
studying how the raising of Ross Dam would 
affect Big Beaver valley. I warned him that 
the conservationists would fight this project 
bitterly and that if he got involved at all he 
should make only an unbiased factual report 
and steer completely away from any position 
of advocacy. 

Thus on a hot dusty Suiattle road-end was 
"Par t I - A MOUNTAIN" concluded. John 
McPhee had just hiked with Dave Brower, 
Executive Director of the Sierra Club, and 
Charles Park, a mineral engineer from 
Stanford University, across the cres t of the 
Cascades. They had traveled from Lake Chelan 
to our car arguing all the way over whether or 
not Kennecott should dig a mine in the heart of 
the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area. At one 
point Brower had said "I just feel sorry for all 
you people who don't knowwhat these mountains 
a re good for. " McPhee asked, "What are they 
good for?" "Be r r i e s , " said Brower. And 
Park said, "Copper. " Kennecott could not 
have said it any more forcefully, here and again, 
when Park said, "While I love the out-of-doors, 
I have no use for wilderness. " When Park 
also commented that "The future can take care 
of itself, " Brower replied that "Conservation 
is humanity caring for the future. " 

The New Yorker 3/27/71 

Finally out of this same wilderness strode 
the "Archdruid" himself, David R. Brower. 
His first comment was to ask "who was respon
sible for that god-awful job of trail construc
tion along the Suiattle River!" We replied, "the 
U.S. Forest Service. " Dave was soon followed 
by John McPhee, Charles Park and their two 
University of Washington medical student 
sherpas. 

The jacket describes this book as "na r r a 
tives of journeys made in three wilder
nesses — on a coastal island, in a Western 
mountain range, and on the Colorado River in 
the Grand Canyon. Four men are involved: 
Charles Park, a mineral engineer who believes 
that our economic well-being res ts on finding 
metals and extracting them from the earth 
wherever they are found; Charles Fraser , a 

*(245 pages, $6.95, Fa r ra r , Straus and Giroux, New York, 1971. Originally published as a 3 -
part "Profiles" ser ies in 1971 in The New Yorker, March 20 — " P a r t i , A Mountain," March 
25 — "Par t II, An Island, " and April 3 — "Part IR, A River"). 

Charles Fraser 
David Brower 
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resor t developer who regards all conserva
tionists as druids ("religious figures who 

sacrifice people and worship trees"); Floyd 
Dominy, a builder of gigantic dams, who grew 
up in dry Western country and deeply believes 
in the impoundment of water; and David Brower, 
the most militant conservationist in the world. 
In turn, Park, Fraser , and Dominy encounter 
Brower, whether in rapids, in forests, on 
mountain t ra i ls , on a raft, in a jeep, or on 

foot — now reserved, now friendly, now 
fighting hard across a philosophical divide. 
The book is not written from the point of view 
of any one of the four men. " 

Before you visit Image Lake, Cloudy Pass , 
Miners Ridge, Suiattle Pass , Railroad Creek, 
or Lyman Lake in the Glacier Peak Wilder
ness this summer you will want to read the 
dialogue between Archdruid Brower and 
mining engineer Parks. Originally this dia
logue was scheduled to include a Kennecott 
engineer until the top brass of this socially 
callous company refused to allow any of its 
staff to become involved with this Brower 
narrative. 

You will find the other two narratives equally 
fascinating as you easily read the informative 
style of John McPhee. The wide range of 
arguments that occur between "the world's 
most militant conservationist" and the mining 
engineer, the dam builder, and the developer 
will involve you as wilderness values and the 
commercial threats that constantly besiege 
these values a re vividly described. The fol
lowing editorial from the Louisville Courier 
Journal and reprinted in the Christian Science 
Monitor, May 20, 1971 clearly describes how 
these battles a re fought as it comments upon 
John McPhee's Profile ser ies . 

Reviewed by P. D. Goldsworthy 

Mirror of opinion 

Commitment to conservation needed 
David Brower, the former Sierra Club 

chief who now heads Friends of the Earth, 
says a lot of common-sense things about 
conservation in the three-part series just 
concluded in the New Yorker magazine. 
But one point that he makes, and one that 
everyone who considers the Earth worth 
saving should keep in mind, is this: 

Every conservation battle, great or small, 
must be won over and over and over again. 
But lose it once and it's lost for good. 

It's unfair. It's discouraging. But it's true. 
If the timber slashes are beaten back from 
one valley stand of redwoods, the battle 
isn't over. They'll be back next year, 
mounting advertising campaigns, throwing 
a powerful lobbying drive at Congress, try
ing to overwhelm the forces of conservation 
with money and propaganda. Refuse strip 
miners a permit to destroy a mountain, 
and in a few months they'll return, pos
sibly under a new company name, prob
ably with the added support of local politi
cians, and the battle for the earth must be 
fought again. 

You never know when the Army engineers 
will be back with another plan to dam Cum

berland Falls, or when the road builders will 
ease back to Congress with a scheme to 
gouge four lanes of concrete through the 
Smokies. But each time the conservation 
forces must rally their members for still 
another fight. These members don't get paid 
for their efforts. They are average people-
teachers, preachers, workers, businessmen, 
with jobs to hold and families to support— 
and it costs them time and money to wage 
these battles for the public good. 

The destroyers know this. They know that 
in time the defenders of the Earth will be
come tired of fighting the same battles to 
save the same piece of land, over and over 
and over again. And when they get weary, 
the destroyers move in. They can afford to 
lose all the battles except the last one. 

That is why we need a government that 
has a real commitment to conservation. The 
forces of conservation can't have enough 
people to be in every spot every time that 
the Earth is threatened. We need a govern
ment that will make destruction of nature 
against the law, and then enforce the law. 
And at present we don't have it, in Frankfort 
or in Washington—Louisville Courier Jour
nal 

The New Yorker 4/3/71 

Floyd Dominy 
David Brower 
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